
TIRELESS TODDLERS

HOLEY MOLEY
Cut out basic shapes from some sturdy
cardboard, cereal boxes or cardboard box is
ideal and make holes around the edges with a
hole punch or a screw driver. Then provide
ribbons, string or shoes laces for threading in
and out of the holes. Make sure you secure
one end to avoid frustration though! 

POM POM DROP
Use tape to attach tubes to a door, low
down window or even the front of the
fridge and then provide coloured pom

poms for dropping down the holes. You
can encourage older toddlers to match

colours to the tubes or even catch them
at bottom whilst you drop! 

SUITS YOU
All you need is a pack of card and something
red and black to sort them on. If you haven't
got cardboard you can use coloured t-shirts
instead! Older children will enjoy counting
the pictures and can also sort into suits as
well, and with 52 cards that's a lot of sorting!

FAIRY SOUP
Encourage your toddler to collect all the
fallen petals from your garden or whilst

you are out on a walk. Then add to a
large tub of water and use to make fairy

soup! Add kitchen utensils, plastic
beakers, bowls, empty bottles and even
a large pan and let them fill, empty and

mix away!
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POSTING POTS
If you buy the large sized dried herbs
and spices for the supermarket, save the
empty containers. The holes are just the
right size for posting cotton buds into and
it's a really good way to develop fine
motor skills and hand eye coordination.



TIRELESS TODDLERS

MAGIC PAINT
Just a bucket of water and a proper paint
brush can provide lots of entertainment on a
sunny day in the garden. Your toddler can
paint the path, the fence, the side of the
house or even the plants with a bucket of
magic paint. They can easily see where they
have painted, but there is no lasting damage!

CIRCLE CRAZY
Empty toilet or kitchen roll tubes dipped in

paint provide lots of opportunity for
printing. Your toddler can mix the colours,
match the colours or create patterns and
the finished master piece can be framed

for your wall or posted off to granny!

STREEEEETCH!
Save the tub from your hot chocolate,
cornflour or gravy granules and little fingers
can stretch elastic bands or hair bobbles
around the tub. An excellent way to
strengthen finger muscles and develop fine
motor skills. Make sure you supervise as
elastic bands can be a choking hazard.

CRAZY COLOURS
Take one laundry basket, a selection of

random items from around the house and
some coloured paper. If you don't have
coloured paper, plain coloured t-shirts

layed flat will work just as well. Then see
how quickly your toddler can sort things

into the right pile.
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SHAPE MATCH
Use masking or coloured electrical tape

to mark out simple shapes on the carpet
or your kitchen floor then provide a

selection of objects and toys to match
into each shape.


